
Everest via the Great Couloir. Our climbing team of Lincoln Hall, Andrew 
Henderson, Greg Mortimer, Tim Macartney-Snape and me as leader was joined 
by a four-man film crew and two Nepali assistants. We felt totally intimidated 
by the huge 3000-metre face when we arrived at Base Camp at 5200 metres on 
August 2. Late monsoon snows had plastered the face and fresh snow fell regu
larly as we established and stocked Advance Base at 5500 metres and then Camp 
I at 5800 metres on August 21. The avalanche danger was extreme and we 
decided on a direct route on the face, believing it to be the safest and fastest— 
both obviously advantageous to our small team. It was also a new route. An 
early attempt to place Camp II at 6600 metres was lost in an avalanche. This was 
a setback as a lot of gear was never found. However, we waited for a spell of 
good weather and pushed the fixed ropes higher. On September 14 we found an 
ideal location for Camp II at 6900 metres and dug a snow cave there. Ropes were 
fixed above Camp II across vast open slabs covered by unstable snow to 7400 
metres. That was the end of the fixed rope. Then a period of bad weather 
followed. We waited this out at Camp I and then decided on a summit attempt. 
We travelled light realizing we could make only one summit try. At 7400 metres
I retreated with symptoms of cerebral oedema. The other four continued on and 
placed Camp III at 7500 metres, just on entering the Great Couloir. On October
2 they continued up the couloir to Camp IV at 8150 metres, where they spent an 
uncomfortable night in a single dome tent. The next day, October 3, all four set 
out for the summit. Hall turned back early due to the extreme cold. The remain
ing three left the Great Couloir to the right over difficult mixed ground. Progress 
without oxygen was very slow but finally Tim Macartney-Snape and Greg Mor
timer stood on the summit. They remained for 20 minutes, filming and making 
a tape recording and then descended into the approaching night. They met Hen
derson only 50 vertical metres from the summit and he descended with them. At 
three A.M. they reached Camp IV. The next two days of descent were slow and 
dangerous. Mortimer had acute exhaustion and Henderson’s hands were badly 
frostbitten. On October 6 everyone was safely at Base Camp.
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